PREFACE

Literature, Fourteenth Edition—the book in your hands—is really four interlocking volumes sharing one cover. Each of the first three sections is devoted to one of the major literary forms—fiction, poetry, and drama. The fourth section is a comprehensive introduction to critical writing. All together, the book is an attempt to provide the college student with a reasonably compact introduction to the study and appreciation of stories, poems, and plays—as well as practical advice on the sort of writing expected in a college English course.

We assume that appreciation begins in delighted attention to words on a page. Speed reading has its uses; but at times, as Robert Frost said, the person who reads for speed “misses the best part of what a good writer puts into it.” Close reading, then, is essential. Still, we do not believe that close reading tells us everything, that it is wrong to read a literary work by any light except that of the work itself. At times we suggest different approaches such as referring to the facts of an author’s life, looking for myth, or seeing the conventions that typify a kind of writing—notice, for instance, that an old mansion, cobwebbed and creaking, is the setting for a Gothic horror story.

Although we cannot help having a few convictions about the meanings of stories, poems, and plays, we have tried to step back and give you room to make up your own mind. Here and there, in the wording of a question, our opinions may occasionally stick out. If you should notice any, please feel free to ignore them. Be assured that no one interpretation, laid down by authority, is the only right one for any work of literature. Trust your own interpretation—provided that in making it you have looked clearly and carefully at the evidence.

Reading literature often will provide you with a reason to write. Following the fiction, poetry, and drama sections, there are several chapters that give the student-writer some practical advice. It will guide you, step by step, in finding a topic, planning an essay, writing, revising, and putting your paper into finished form. Further, you will find there specific help in writing about fiction, poetry, and drama. There are also short features at the end of most chapters that provide help and perspective on writing about literature. In a few places we have even offered some suggestions about writing your own stories or poems—in case reading the selections in this book inspires you to try your hand at imaginative writing.

A WORD ABOUT CAREERS

Most students agree that to read celebrated writers such as William Faulkner, Emily Dickinson, and William Shakespeare is probably good for the spirit. Most students even take some pleasure in the experience. But many, not planning to teach English and impatient to begin some other career, wonder if the study of literature, however enjoyable, isn’t a waste of time—or at least, an annoying obstacle.

This objection may seem reasonable at first glance, but it rests on a shaky assumption. Success in a career does not depend merely on learning the specialized information and skills required to join a profession. In most careers, according to one senior business executive, people often fail not because they don’t understand
their jobs, but because they don’t understand their co-workers, their clients, or their customers. They don’t ever see the world from another person’s point of view. Their problem is a failure of imagination.

To leap over the wall of self and to look through another’s eyes is valuable experience that literature offers. If you are lucky, you may never meet (or have to do business with) anyone exactly like Mrs. Turpin in the story “Revelation,” and yet you will learn much about the kind of person she is from Flannery O’Connor’s fictional portrait of her. What is it like to be black, a white may wonder? James Baldwin, Toni Morrison, Gwendolyn Brooks, Claude McKay, Langston Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston, Alice Walker, August Wilson, and others have knowledge to impart. What is it like to be a woman? If a man would like to learn, let him read (for a start) Sandra Cisneros, Kate Chopin, Susan Glaspell, Alice Munro, Sylvia Plath, Katherine Anne Porter, Flannery O’Connor, Adrienne Rich, and Amy Tan, and perhaps, too, Henrik Ibsen’s A Doll’s House and John Steinbeck’s “The Chrysanthemums.”

Plodding single-mindedly toward careers, some people are like horses wearing blinders. For many, the goals look fixed and predictable. Competent nurses, accountants, and dental technicians seem always in demand. Others may find that in our society some careers, like waves in the sea, will rise or fall unexpectedly. Think how many professions we now take for granted, which a few years ago didn’t even exist: genetic engineering, energy conservation, digital editing, and website design. Others that once looked like lifetime meal tickets have been cut back and nearly ruined: shoe repairing, commercial fishing, railroading.

In a perpetually changing society, it may be risky to lock yourself on one track to a career, refusing to consider any other. “We are moving,” writes John Naisbitt in Megatrends, a study of our changing society, “from the specialist, soon obsolete, to the generalist who can adapt.” Perhaps the greatest opportunity in your whole life lies in a career that has yet to be invented. If you do change your career as you go along, you will be like most people. According to a U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics survey conducted in August 2017, the average American holds nearly twelve jobs between the ages of 18 and 50—often completely changing his or her basic occupation. When for some unforeseen reason you have to make such a change, basic skills—and a knowledge of humanity—may be your most valuable credentials.

Literature has much practical knowledge to offer you. An art of words, it can help you become more sensitive to language—both your own and other people’s. It can make you aware of the difference between the word that is exactly right and the word that is merely good enough—Mark Twain calls it “the difference between the lightning and the lightning-bug.” Read a fine work of literature alertly, and some of its writer’s sensitivity to words may grow on you. A Supreme Court Justice, John Paul Stevens, once remarked that the best preparation for law school is to study poetry. Why? George D. Gopen, an English professor with a law degree, says it may be because “no other discipline so closely replicates the central question asked in the study of legal thinking: Here is a text; in how many ways can it have meaning?”

Many careers today, besides law, call for close reading and clear writing—as well as careful listening and thoughtful speech. Lately, college placement directors have reported more demand for graduates who are good readers and writers. The reason is evident: Employers need people who can handle words. In a survey conducted by Cornell University, business executives were asked to rank in importance the traits they look for when hiring. Leadership was first, but skill in writing and speaking
came in fourth, ahead of both managerial and analytical skills. Times change, but to think cogently and to express yourself well will always be among the abilities the world needs.

KEY LITERARY TERMS
Every discipline has its own terminology. This book introduces a large range of critical terms that may help you in both your reading and writing. When these important words and phrases are first defined, they are printed in boldface. If you find a critical term anywhere in this book you don’t know or don’t recall (for example, what is a carpe diem poem or a dramatic question?), just check the Index of Literary Terms in the back of the book, and you’ll see the page where the term is discussed; or look it up in the Glossary of Literary Terms, also at the back of the book.

TEXTS AND DATES
Every effort has been made to supply each selection in its most accurate text and (where necessary) in a lively, faithful translation. For the reader who wishes to know when a work was written, at the right of each title appears the date of its first publication in book form. Parentheses around a date indicate the work’s date of composition or first magazine publication, given when it was composed much earlier than when it was first published in book form.

But enough housekeeping—let’s enjoy ourselves and read some unforgettable stories, poems, and plays.

X. J. K., D. G., AND D. S.
Literature is a book with two major goals. First, it introduces college students to the appreciation and experience of literature in its major forms. Second, the book tries to develop the student’s ability to think critically and communicate effectively through writing.

All three editors of this volume are writers. We believe that textbooks should be not only informative and accurate but also lively, accessible, and engaging. In education, it never hurts to have a little fun. Our intent has always been to write a book that students will read eagerly and enjoy.

WHAT’S NEW IN THE FOURTEENTH EDITION?


- New chapter on international voices in fiction—presenting powerful stories from Nigeria, Japan, Egypt, India, China, Iran, and elsewhere.

- Forty-six new poems—ranging from classic selections by Claude McKay, Emily Dickinson, Robert Hayden, William Carlos Williams, Robert Frost, Langston Hughes, Gertrude Stein, and Walt Whitman to fresh contemporary works by Juan Felipe Herrera, Billy Collins, Rhina P. Espaillat, Aimee Nezhukumatathil, Luis J. Rodriguez, Thao Nguyen, and Hieu Minh Nguyen.

- New casebook on Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart”—featuring excerpts from Poe’s critical writing, photographs of the author, plus insightful and accessible critical excerpts by Poe scholars.

- Several new plays and dramatic scenes—providing greater flexibility in studying known favorites, as well as exploring contemporary trends. The new works include David Ives’s Sure Thing, Sharon E. Cooper’s Mistaken Identity, Jane Martin’s Beauty, as well as classics such as Lorraine Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun, and several favorite scenes from Shakespeare’s plays.

- Updated coverage of the 8th edition of the MLA Handbook—our concise Reference Guide for MLA Citations has been updated and expanded to reflect the latest MLA guidelines and illustrate a greater variety of online sources.

- New writing assignments—new writing ideas have been introduced in many chapters.

Overall, we have tried to create a book to help readers develop sensitivity to language, culture, and identity, to lead them beyond the boundaries of their own selves, and to see the world through the eyes of others. This book is built on the assumption that great literature can enrich and enlarge the lives it touches.
KEY FEATURES

We have revised this edition of Literature with the simple aim of introducing useful new features and selections without losing the best-liked material. We have been guided in this effort by scores of instructors and students who use the book in their classrooms. Teaching is a kind of conversation between instructor and student and between reader and text. By revising Literature, we try to help keep this conversation fresh by mixing the classic with the new and the familiar with the unexpected.

- **Wide variety of popular and provocative stories, poems, plays, and critical prose**—offers traditional favorites with exciting and sometimes surprising contemporary selections.
  - **73 stories, 20 new selections**—diverse and exciting stories from authors new and old from around the globe.
  - **408 poems, 46 new selections**—great poems, familiar and less well known, mixing classic favorites with engaging contemporary work from a wonderful range of poets.
  - **20 plays, 5 new selections**—a rich array of drama from classical Greek tragedy to Shakespeare to contemporary work by Lorraine Hansberry and David Ives.
  - **121 critical prose pieces, 14 new selections**—extensive selections help students think about different approaches to reading, interpreting, and writing about literature.

- **Talking with Writers**—exclusive conversations between Dana Gioia and celebrated fiction writer Amy Tan, former US Poet Laureate Kay Ryan, and contemporary playwright David Ives offer students an insider’s look into the importance of literature and reading in the lives of three modern masters.

- **Ten casebooks on major authors and literary masterpieces**—provide students with a variety of material, including biographies, photographs, critical commentaries, and author statements, to begin an in-depth study of writers and works frequently used for critical analyses or research papers.
  - Flannery O’Connor
  - Emily Dickinson
  - Robert Frost
  - Langston Hughes
  - Sophocles
  - William Shakespeare
  - Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart”
  - Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s “The Yellow Wallpaper”
  - Alice Walker’s “Everyday Use”
  - T. S. Eliot’s “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock”

- **Chapters on Latin American Fiction and Poetry in Spanish**—present some of the finest authors of the region, including Sor Juana, Jorge Luis Borges, Octavio Paz, Gabriel García Márquez, Isabel Allende, and Juan Rulfo. These important and unique chapters will not only broaden most students’ knowledge of world literature but will also recognize the richness of Spanish language fiction and poetry in the literature of the Americas—a very relevant subject in today’s multicultural classrooms. The bilingual selections in poetry will also allow your Spanish-speaking students a chance to bring their native language into their coursework.
Shakespeare, richly illustrated—production photos of every major scene and character make Shakespeare more accessible to students who have never seen a live production, helping them to visualize the play's action (as well as break up the long blocks of print to make the play's text less intimidating).

- Two plays by Shakespeare—*Othello* and *A Midsummer Night's Dream*—in an illustrated format featuring dozens of production photos.
- “Picturing Shakespeare” photo montages—offer students a pictorial introduction to each Shakespeare play with a visual preview of the key scenes and characters.
- Classic Moments from Shakespeare—a new selection of Shakespeare's most beloved speeches and monologues, with accompanying images.

Terms for Review at the end of every major chapter—provides students a simple study guide to go over key concepts and terms in each chapter.

Writing Effectively feature in every major chapter of Fiction, Poetry, and Drama has four elements designed to make the writing process easier, clearer, and less intimidating:

- Writers on Writing personalizes the composition process
- Thinking About _______ discusses the specific topic of the chapter
- Checklist provides a step-by-step approach to composition and critical thinking
- Topics for Writing offers a rich source of ideas for writing a paper.

Writing About Literature—eight full writing chapters provide comprehensive coverage of the composition and research process, in general and by genre. All chapters have been edited for increased clarity and accessibility. Our chief aim has been to make the information and structure of the writing chapters more visual for today's Internet-oriented students. (We strive to simplify the text but not to dumb it down. Clarity and concision are never out of place in a textbook, but condescension is fatal.)

Student writing—sixteen sample papers by students, along with annotations, prewriting exercises, and rough drafts, plus a journal entry, provide credible examples of how to write about literature. Includes many samples of student works-in-progress that illustrate the writing process, as well as a step-by-step presentation of the development of a topic, idea generation, and the formulation of a strong thesis and argument. Samples include several types of papers:

- Argument papers
- Explication papers
- Analysis papers
- Comparison and contrast papers
- Response paper
- Research paper

Updated MLA guidelines—provide students source citation requirements from the eighth edition of the *MLA Handbook* which are incorporated in all sample student papers.

Accessible, easy-to-use format—section titles and subtitles help web-oriented students navigate easily from topic to topic in every chapter. Additionally, all chapters have been reviewed and updated to include relevant cultural references.

Critical Approaches to Literature, a chapter with 18 prose selections—provides depth and flexibility for instructors who prefer to incorporate literary theory and
criticism into their introductory courses. Includes two pieces for every major critical school, carefully chosen both to illustrate the major theoretical approaches and to be accessible to beginning students, focusing on literary works found in the present edition (including examinations of work by Elizabeth Bishop and Franz Kafka, and a piece by Camille Paglia on William Blake.

Glossary of Literary Terms—more than 350 terms defined, including those highlighted in boldface throughout the text as well as other important terms. Provides clear and accurate definitions, usually with cross-references to related terms.

FORMAT OPTIONS
Below are format options by which Literature is available.

Revel Access Card
The Revel access card is a physical card with a printed access code that is used to redeem access to Revel.

Instant Access
Students can purchase access directly from Pearson to start their subscription immediately.

Print Rental
Students can rent a bound textbook for 180 days from their participating campus bookstore or from Chegg.

Rent to Own
At the end of the rental period, students can choose to own the rented textbook by paying a flat ownership fee.

OTHER EDITIONS

Backpack Edition
There is an even more compact edition of this book, which we have titled Backpack Literature, Sixth Edition. This much briefer anthology contains only the most essential selections and writing apparatus, and it is published in a smaller format to create a more travel-friendly book.

SUPPLEMENTS

For Instructors
Make more time for your students with instructor resources that offer effective learning assessments and classroom engagement. Pearson’s partnership with educators does not end with the delivery of course materials; Pearson is there with you on the first day of class and beyond. A dedicated team of local Pearson representatives will work with you to not only choose course materials but also integrate them into your class and assess their effectiveness. Our goal is your goal—to improve instruction with each semester.
Pearson offers the following resource to qualified adopters of Literature, Fourteenth Edition. This supplement is available to download from the Instructor Resource Center (IRC); please visit the IRC at www.pearson.com/us to register for access.

**Instructor’s Resource Manual**

Create a comprehensive roadmap for teaching classroom, online, or hybrid courses. Designed for new and experienced instructors, the Instructor’s Resource Manual includes learning objectives, lecture and discussion suggestions, activities for in or out of class, research activities, participation activities, and suggested readings, series, and films.
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